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"The dispute settlement system is only as good as the negotiations and political deals it serves to encourage."¹

"Although the WTO lacks direct enforcement powers, its decisions are taken seriously because its member nations have agreed to play by its rules. A WTO ruling gives the winning side the moral upper hand in a dispute, even if the winner chooses to negotiate a compromise rather than impose hefty penalties that could touch off a trade war."²

I.
INTRODUCTION

Critics of globalization point to the World Trade Organization ("WTO") as an unjust and biased system, dominated by rich and powerful nations, designed to force small and developing countries³ to open their markets to the forces of global capitalism.⁴ Indeed, the WTO has become a lightning rod for the anti-globalization movement, drawing protests whenever members meet. And yet,

³ I use "small," "small economies," and "developing" interchangeably throughout this article. I use "large," "large economies," and "developed" to mean the United States, European Union, Japan, Canada, and Australia. There is no universally accepted definition for a "developing" or "developed" country, and this is a very rough division. Developing countries are a diverse group, varying in physical size, population, and resources. The challenges facing geographically small countries with few natural resources differ from those facing economically poor countries that have sufficient natural resources. See FRANK J. GARCIA, TRADE, INEQUALITY, AND JUSTICE: TOWARD A LIBERAL THEORY OF JUST TRADE 20-26 (2003); WTO Committee on Trade and Development, Small Economies: A Literature Review, WT/COMTD/SE/W/4 (July 23, 2002) (thorough review of risk factors that make small states more vulnerable to marginalization in the WTO system).
when given the opportunity, most countries, large and small, are eager to join the organization. Why do less powerful nations assent to a process that critics say is biased against them? How does one reconcile images of massive protests broadcast on nightly news with the fact that most nations welcome WTO membership?

While developing countries may complain about a lack of fairness in trade talks and engage in heated discussions about other aspects of the WTO, virtually the entire membership supports maintaining a strong dispute settlement system. As I will explain below, the dispute settlement system supports the interests of both large and small countries. Developed countries agree to participate largely because the WTO legitimizes their penetration of new markets, whereas developing countries adhere because they need the power of the WTO to enforce trade agreements. The combination of centralized dispute resolution with decentralized enforcement of obligations makes members particularly willing to participate in the WTO.

II. THE ADJUDICATORY FUNCTION OF THE WTO

The WTO’s primary mission is to “develop an integrated, more viable and durable multilateral trading system” with a view to “raising standards of living, ensuring full employment and a large and steadily growing volume of real income.” The WTO promotes trade by reducing trade barriers and offering equal trade terms to all members. An essential element of the WTO’s structure is a strong, rule-based dispute settlement system. Trade disputes are settled through the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body (“DSB”), which is composed of representatives from all WTO member states. When a member state brings a complaint to the DSB, a dispute panel is created at the Body’s next meeting unless the entire membership, including the complainant, decides not to pursue the matter. Any member may bring a complaint against any other member. The language of the WTO’s Dispute Settlement

---

9. WTO Agreement art. 4.3.
10. DSU art. 6.
11. Id. art. 1.
Understanding ("DSU") provides an opportunity for other member states to sign onto complaints. Once a Dispute Settlement Panel ("panel") is created, an adjudicatory process is triggered in which both parties must participate. Consultation is attempted first to try to solve the problem without formal arbitration. If this step fails, an ad hoc panel of three judges is created that hears formal arguments from both parties. The panel reports its findings and recommendations to the full DSB. If the losing country objects to the findings of the panel, it can appeal a question of "law" to the permanent Appellate Body ("AB"). If a losing state refuses to bring its trade practices into compliance with WTO obligations, the winning state may take retaliatory measures in the form of trade sanctions. The DSU limits the form and scope of retaliations because the goal of dispute settlement is to support and maintain the integrity of the trading regime. Since retaliation leaves both parties worse off (through increased trade barriers), the WTO strongly favors finding a mutually satisfactory solution to a dispute. The highly structured neutral arbitration process is central to members' support of the dispute settlement system.

A. History of International Trade Dispute Settlement

The first international trade dispute settlement system, developed under the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs ("GATT"), was signed in 1947. The GATT began with twenty-three signatories, in which countries made 45,000 tariff concessions, affecting one-fifth ($10 billion) of the world's total trade. Under GATT, the predecessor to the WTO, countries adjudicated disputes in an ad hoc manner. Members could block the effective resolution of disputes through a variety of foot-dragging tactics, as well as outright refusals to participate in adjudication. The lack of binding timelines or appellate procedures frustrated dispute settlement. Losing parties could block adoption of the report documenting their violation and requiring corrective action. This inefficient system
resulted in significant cheating. States continued using prohibited quotas, developed an array of new subsidies, and enacted retaliatory sanctions without approval from GATT. Developing countries focused their energy on the creation of alternative forums and developed countries pursued bilateral agreements. The failures of the GATT dispute settlement system set the stage for countries to later support the WTO's stronger rule-based system.

By the 1990s, it became increasingly apparent to member nations that GATT needed reforming. In 1994, a meeting of the GATT contracting parties resulted in the formation of a new World Trade Organization, which included a reformed and much strengthened dispute settlement system. Under the WTO regime, membership has grown to 149 countries, trade barriers have been further reduced, and enforcement has become more effective. Trade under the WTO system now accounts for ninety-six percent of all world trade.

The table below provides a rough sampling of the WTO's diverse membership. Together with the statistical data on the use of the dispute settlement system, it is a valuable reference point in an examination of the system. The implications of having a large membership with widely varying ability to participate in a multi-lateral trading system will be discussed in the second part of this article.
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27. DUNKLEY, supra note 4, at 35; LAWRENCE, supra note 20, at 68-69 (noting examples of United States and European Community unilateralism and selective use of GATT); Eric Posner & John Yoo, Judicial Independence in International Tribunals, 93 CAL. L. REV. 1, 44 (2005) (suggesting that the frustration countries felt over the blocking and delaying tactics of non-complying states led to evasion of the system through unilateral retaliation).


29. JACKSON, supra note 21, at 69-73; DUNKLEY, supra note 4, at 102-03 (listing some of the common criticisms of the GATT).

30. WORLD TRADE ORG., A HANDBOOK ON THE WTO DISPUTE SETTLEMENT SYSTEM 12-17 (2004); see also THE WTO DISPUTE SETTLEMENT SYSTEM 1995-2003 (Federico Ortino & Ernst-Ulrich Petersmann eds., 2004).


33. JACKSON, supra note 21, at 341-45.

34. Progressive Policy Institute, WTO Members Account For 96 Percent of Trade, http://www.ppponline.org/ppi_ci.cfm?knigAreaID=108&subsecid=900003&contentid=253607 (last visited Mar. 11, 2006). Members of the WTO include twenty-three of the world’s twenty-five largest economies, thirty-eight of the world’s forty largest exporters, and twenty of the world’s twenty-five most populous countries. Id.

### Table 1. Representative sample of WTO members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Small GNP</th>
<th>Medium GNP</th>
<th>Large GNP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nepal (LDC)</td>
<td>$1,382/ 5,803</td>
<td>$29,749/ 9,041</td>
<td>$28,262/ 485,640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti (LDC)</td>
<td>$1,623/ 2,851</td>
<td>$10,152/ 182,280</td>
<td>$30,008/ 339,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines (DEV)</td>
<td>$4,171/ 95,570</td>
<td>$17,161/ 680,293</td>
<td>$29,484/ 741,060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh (LDC)</td>
<td>$1,695/ 53,751</td>
<td>$7,752/ 810,244</td>
<td>$35,749/ 9,221,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria (DEV)</td>
<td>$919/ 32,953</td>
<td>$2,681/ 517,843</td>
<td>$4,577/ 1,206,605</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY</th>
<th>GDP per capita income/ 2002 GDPw</th>
<th>Population in 2005p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>The European Community and the U.S.A. (16 countries).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IND</td>
<td>Other industrialized countries (27 countries).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEV</td>
<td>Developing countries other than LDC (74 countries).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>Least developed countries (31 countries).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


38. “Gross Domestic Product, Constant 1995 Dollars is the sum of the value added by all producers in an economy. Data are expressed in millions of U.S. dollars. Currencies are converted to dollars using the International Monetary Fund’s average official exchange rate for 2002. Gross domestic product estimates at purchaser values (market prices) include the value added in the agriculture, industry, and service sectors, plus taxes and minus subsidies not included in the final value of the products. It is calculated without making deductions for depreciation of fabricated assets or for depletion of natural resources. To obtain comparable series of constant price data, the World Bank rescales GDP and value added by industrial origin to a common reference year, currently 1995. National accounts indicators for most developing countries are collected from national statistical organizations and central banks by visiting and resident World Bank missions. The data for high-income economies are obtained from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) data files (see the OECD’s monthly Main Economic Indicators). The United Nations Statistics Division publishes detailed national accounts for UN member countries in National Accounts Statistics: Main Aggregates and Detailed Tables and updates in the Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.” EARTH TRENDS, ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL FLOWS 3 (2005) [hereinafter ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL FLOWS], available at http://earthtrends.wri.org/pdf_library/data_tables/ecn l_2005.pdf.

39. Number is in thousands of people. Total Population refers to estimates and projections of de facto population as of July 1, 2005.

40. Data compiled from Earthtrends Data Tables, sources provided by the World Bank and
example of how it is difficult to neatly categorize countries, determine natural alliances, and ascertain economic interests. For instance, Nepal and Australia have similar size populations but drastically different GNP and GNP per capita. This table further illustrates the persistent economic inequality between countries.

While least developed countries are not utilizing the dispute settlement system at all, developing countries are bringing a significant number of violation claims. Henrik Horn and Petros Mavroidis have compiled data on the 311 cases heard by the DSB between 1995 and 2004. They divided the WTO membership into four economic development groups and examined each group's use of the dispute settlement system. The G2, IND, and DEV groups each brought about thirty percent of the complaints to the DSB. The G2 brought complaints equally against other G2, the IND, and the DEV groups. The IND and DEV groups both brought about forty percent more cases against G2 countries than against other IND or DEV countries.

According to the United Nations Council on Trade and Development ("UNCTAD"), Developed Countries produce sixty-five percent of the global trade with the European Union producing thirty-eight percent and the United States producing ten percent. Developing Economies produce thirty-two percent of global trade with China contributing six percent. The Least Developed Countries produce just one percent of global trade. While these UNCTAD categories do not align perfectly with the Horn and Mavroidis categories, the UNCTAD data helps draw a relationship between global share in trade and use of the dispute settlement system. The data illustrates that participation rates are high among all groups except the LDCs, and not in proportion to either percentage of global trade or population. The G2 produce almost fifty percent of world trade, but only bring thirty percent of the disputes before the WTO. By this metric, their participation appears low; however, looking at participation based on number of countries bringing claims (the G2 make up about ten percent of the total membership but bring thirty percent of the claims), the G2 participation appears high. This data does not address the many complaints that are settled through informal mediation, nor does it say anything about how often countries actually comply with trade obligations. The main point to draw from this data is that developing countries are participating in the dispute settlement system.

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. INCOME AND POVERTY, supra note 37; ECONOMICS AND FINANCIAL FLOWS, supra note 38.

41. There are a total of 856 bilateral complaints, counting complaints brought or joined by multiple countries. HORN & MAVROIDIS, supra note 36, at 5.
42. G2 includes the European Community and the United States (sixteen countries). Id. at 3.
43. IND includes other industrialized countries (twenty-seven countries). Id.
44. DEV includes developing countries other than least developed countries (seventy-four countries). Id. LDCs are least developed countries (thirty-one countries). Id.
45. Id. at 8.
47. See infra Part II.
The question to ask is, given what the critics say about how biased the trade system is against developing countries, why do they participate?

B. The Scope of Trade and Trade Negotiations

The WTO covers both a greater quantity and variety of trade than did the GATT regime. The WTO currently has agreements covering goods, services, and intellectual property, with major negotiations occurring on an ongoing basis in all areas of trade. Trade negotiations are complicated and dynamic, and contentious trade negotiations frequently revolve around the exchange of concessions. Developing countries tend to be the most vocal about the lack of fairness in trade negotiations, complaining trade deals are often largely negotiated without their input. Specifically, less formal, and often exclusive, meetings occur between a limited number of members, which frequently set the parameters of a deal prior to the issue being raised in the General Council. Such informal or exclusive meetings add another layer to the trade negotiation process. It is important to discuss briefly those aspects of trade negotiations most relevant to understanding how they influence dispute settlement.

Trade concessions are developed during intensive meetings, called “rounds,” and are usually bundled together into a single agreement for approval by the entire membership. This process allows countries to trade “losses” in one sector for “gains” in another. Because the talks are “multi-party,” a member may trade losses and gains between multiple countries and economic sectors. This centralization of negotiation brings diverse interests to the same forum and,

---

48. “Goods” include agreements on agriculture, health regulations for farm products (SPS), textiles and clothing, product standards (TBT), investment measures, anti-dumping measures, customs valuation methods, preshipment inspection, rules of origin, import licensing, subsidies and counter-measures, and safeguards.

49. “Services” include movement of natural persons, air transport, financial services, shipping, and telecommunications.


52. In addition to all the formal meeting bodies, there are a number of “informal” negotiating bodies where most of the real work of the WTO takes place. These informal meetings can vary in size from all 148 Heads of Delegations to groups of two to three meeting with the chairperson of a subcommittee. The smaller informal meetings have raised cries of a need for transparency and inclusiveness. The most notorious of these informal meetings are known as the “Green Room” negotiations, named after the director-general’s conference room. Delegates complain about not having access to Green Room negotiations, so that by the time issues are raised in the General Council the parameters of an agreement are more or less set in stone. On the other hand, it is politically more difficult for delegates to make compromises and deals in the larger setting of the General Council. The official opinion is that a delicate balance must be maintained between the informal meetings, which accomplish a lot but exclude the majority of the members, and the meetings of the full membership, which are inclusive but less productive. See KENT JONES, WHO’S AFRAID OF THE WTO? 160-166 (2004); DILIP K. Das, The Doha Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations: Arduous Issues and Strategic Responses 18-20 (2005).

53. HODA, supra note 32.

54. DAS, supra note 52, at 3-4.
because tariff reductions are extended equally to all members, everyone enjoys the benefits of greater market access. Since the trade negotiation process is not open to the public, evidence of "trades" must be gathered circumstantially. For instance, during the Uruguay Round developing countries agreed to stop importing generic drugs and honor drug patents while developed countries agreed to adopt maximum agricultural tariffs on all products.\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{5} Since Uruguay, developing countries are increasingly taking a more active role in trade negotiations. The Uruguay Round convinced many developing countries that the foundation for an equitable trading regime is created in the negotiation process.\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{6} A strong dispute settlement system will be of no avail if trading rules are biased. For their part, developed countries continue to advance their own issues. The next section examines challenges for developing countries in enforcing trade obligations of other members.

III. ENFORCEMENT OF TRADE OBLIGATIONS

While the dispute resolution system is highly structured and institutionalized, it lacks any independent enforcement rules. There are no prosecutors or police officers in the WTO. Rather, enforcement is structured as follows: if a violation has occurred, then the DSB will call for corrective measures, which in turn allows the harmed country to implement retaliatory tariffs and duties.\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{7} The fact that there are no independent enforcement rules affects the operation of the entire organization. Small and developing countries express concern about their ability to enforce trade obligations effectively against more powerful trading partners.\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{8} The WTO acknowledges that enforcement of concessions is a considerable problem for less developed countries.\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{9} Despite this problem, less developed countries agree to be bound by the dispute settlement system.

A. Practical Participation in Enforcement

Membership driven compliance can mean several things. First, a country can violate its trade commitments if the cost it imposes on other members indi-

\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{5} Alice Landau, \textit{The International Trading System} 14 (2005); Michalopoulos, \textit{supra} note 5, at 129.
\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{6} Das, \textit{supra} note 52, at 1-28.
\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{7} World Trade Org., \textit{supra} note 30, at 74-86.
\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{8} David Palmeter provides several examples of countries unable to enforce favorable rulings. "In Bananas, Ecuador was faced with the fact that shutting off imports of most goods from the EC would be highly detrimental to Ecuador." Palmeter, \textit{supra} note 20, at 360-61. Similarly, in a case won by Costa Rica, Palmeter describes: "[g]iven the disparity in the relative sizes of their economies, any action Costa Rica could have taken against the United States would have inflicted more pain on Costa Rica than on the United States. Had the situation been reversed, however, the United States undoubtedly could have taken action against Costa Rica that would have inflicted more pain on Costa Rica than on the United States." \textit{id}.
\textsuperscript{5}\textsuperscript{9} Understanding the WTO, \textit{supra} note 31, at 93.
vidually is less than the cost of an enforcement action.60 This may result in "death-by-a-thousand-cuts" for a country with many trading partners who all "cheat" just a little. Second, countries may bring harassment-type claims.61 Third, as Jenny Martinez notes, strong enforcement of the WTO regime might come at the cost of overriding prior national decisions about health and safety priorities or values.62 A country may also choose non-compliance if the political costs of compliance are higher than the economic costs of sanctions that may be imposed by other members in retaliation for non-compliance.63 Fourth, countries may buy their way out of compliance. For instance, a violation may hurt many countries, only one of which has the resource capacity to pursue a claim. The violating country may be able to cut a deal with the single capable country, leaving the remaining countries to suffer the harm of the violation with no recourse. Additionally, a country may choose not to enforce a DSB decision if the political gains of non-enforcement are larger than the economic gains of enforcement. Finally, even if a poor country wins before the DSB, the losing country's compliance may not be forthcoming. The losing country may still be able to negotiate a compromise or may only superficially change its trade policy.

It appears unlikely that poor countries with small economies can ever exact effective remedies from big, rich countries. Countries that do not control a large share of a non-complying state's exports will not be able to take effective individual action.64 A less developed country that raises tariffs on essential goods is likely to harm the domestic population more than it harms the offending country. Raising tariffs on luxury goods is even less likely to have an economically significant impact on the offending country, especially if the offending country has a large share of the world market for a particular commodity. Countries without domestic production capacity are faced with the prospect of not being able to meet their citizens' basic needs if they enact retaliatory measures. Despite these structural challenges, developing countries remain committed to a strong dispute settlement system, because an adverse ruling from the WTO is still the strongest compliance mechanism available to small countries.

60. UNCTAD Secretariat, Notes on Developments in the International Trading System for the Review under Conference Resolution 159(VI), Paragraph 14, and Board Decision 320(XXXI) (extract), in PAVED WITH GOOD INTENTIONS 14-22 (Yash Tandon & Megan Allardice eds., 2004).
61. Robert Lawrence characterizes the United States-FSC case as such. He suggests that Europe brought the case against the United States in response to the United States's victory in EC-Beef Hormones. LAWRENCE, supra note 20, at 1-3, 88-89, 91-92.
62. Jenny Martinez, Towards an International Judicial System, 56 STAN. L. REV. 429, 492 (1975). Developed countries especially express concern over the erosion of health and environmental standards, such as exploitative child labor and extinction of plants and animals.
64. PALMETER, supra note 20, at 360-61.
B. Building Capacity

Under a rule-based enforcement regime, questions pertaining to fairness and accessibility arise. The huge financial costs and intellectual resources associated with bringing a claim can be insurmountable for less developed countries. Guaranteeing that less developed countries have access to the dispute settlement system on the same terms as economic giants does not mean that everyone has the same practical ability to participate. Without special assistance, less developed countries may not be able to take advantage of legal rights guaranteed to them as members of the institution. Without the ability to use the enforcement regime, the concessions exacted from developed countries during trade negotiations become meaningless. The WTO has created the Training and Technical Cooperation Institute and Advisory Centre on WTO Law ("ACWL") to address the concern that some members are unable to take advantage of available legal remedies due to inadequate domestic legal resources.

The WTO has devoted a great deal of institutional resources to investigating, holding meetings and training seminars, and establishing special committees to address the lack of capacity for full participation among less developed countries. However, many of the changes first demanded during the 1970s Tokyo Round have not occurred, and the symptoms of an unequal system persist. Trade issues concerning textiles, agriculture, debt, international financing, and commodities have not been addressed to developing countries' satisfaction. For instance, developed countries' tariffs on agricultural products from other developed countries are lower than tariffs on agricultural products from developing countries.

IV. STRUCTURE OF DISPUTE SETTLEMENT SYSTEM FOSTERS MEMBER SUPPORT

While arguably problematic, the decentralized enforcement structure of the dispute settlement system can be seen as key to the success of the current trading system. It is easy to understand why economically powerful countries, which dominate trade negotiations, would support a strong dispute settlement sys-

65. The Training and Technical Cooperation Institute is run by the WTO Secretariat. UNDERSTANDING THE WTO, supra note 31, at 109. The ACWL, created by thirty-two WTO members, operates independently from the WTO. The ACWL has provided legal assistance in eighteen DSB cases and/or consultations since its creation in 2001. Advisory Centre on WTO Law, Quick Guide, http://www.acwl.ch/e/quickguide_e.aspx#h (last visited Mar. 11, 2006).

66. Agriculture and textiles still have the highest tariffs of any products, and less developed countries complain of unequal status and access during trade talks. Of the fifty countries identified by the United Nations as least developed, thirty-two are members of the WTO. World Trade Organization, Understanding the WTO: Least-Developed Countries, http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/what_e/tif_e/org7_e.htm (last visited Mar. 11, 2006). Eight other countries are in the accession process and two more have observer status. Id.

67. Miles Kahler & John Odell, Developing Countries and the Global Trading System, in PAVED WITH GOOD INTENTIONS, supra note 60, at 33.

68. DAS, supra note 52, at 147.
But it is not as immediately clear why less developed and smaller countries should support a strong system. After all, if negotiations favor developed countries and the dispute system is difficult to access, it would appear that small countries would have little reason to come back to the table.

A. Elements of an Effective System

The institutional structure of a dispute settlement system determines how effective the system is. An effective system, which adheres to its institutional goals, is perceived as more legitimate. This process builds on itself, increasing the use, effectiveness, and legitimacy of the institution over time. Laurence Helfer and Anne-Marie Slaughter propose that one must measure the effectiveness of an institution against the stated and implicit function of that institution. The closer an institution's behavior follows its stated function, then the more legitimate the institution will be. Article 3 of the DSU identifies the dispute settlement system as "a central element in providing security and predictability to the multilateral trading system" which "preserves the rights and obligations" of members by providing for "prompt settlement" of disputes. Critics of the WTO say the dispute settlement system is a tool of powerful countries; an attempt to place the force of law behind their exploitative practices.

To build support among members, DSB and AB decisions must adhere to institutional rules and the dispute settlement system must appear to conform to its explicit purposes. Helfer and Slaughter identify several sources of "judicial" legitimacy at the domestic level, including impartiality, principled and reasoned decision-making, continuity of court composition over time, consistency of judicial decisions over time, respect for the role of political institutions at the federal, state and local levels, and provision of a meaningful opportunity for litigants to be heard. The appearance of these factors at the international level can help inform our understanding of international judicial effectiveness.

69. MARTIN SHAPIRO, COURTS: A COMPARATIVE AND POLITICAL ANALYSIS 16-18, 52-54 (1981). Social control, according to Martin Shapiro, is one of the primary functions of a judiciary. Shapiro argues that social control manifests through the administration of a regime, lending legitimacy to its practices. Examples of this kind of social control are found in every empirical expansion and colonization. This explanation describes why dominant economies generally support a strong adjudicatory system in the WTO. Namely, the most developed countries dominate trade negotiations, creating a trading system that is beneficial to their respective interests.


71. DSU art. 3.


73. Helfer & Slaughter, supra note 70, at 284.
B. Evidence of Institutional Effectiveness

According to Helfer and Slaughter, international tribunals must rely on additional factors because they lack a "direct coercion mechanism to compel either appearance or compliance." These factors include (1) the immediate perceived interests of states involved in particular disputes in securing judicial settlements; (2) the institution's legitimacy and the legitimacy of any particular judgment reached; and (3) the strength and importance of the international legal rules governing a specific dispute and the general force of normative obligations. The degree to which the dispute settlement system evinces these factors should directly affect its perceived legitimacy.

Perceived Self-Interest: The WTO's dispute settlement system is structured such that it is in each country's self-interest to help make it effective and respected. Members benefit from maintaining good standing within the organization. A country's perceived willingness to play by the rules increases its bargaining power in trade talks. States are aware of the importance of maintaining healthy long-term relations because they understand their trade prospects are integrally linked to their economic welfare. Countries believe that their future gains will be higher if the dispute settlement system has a high rate of compliance. States that lack the economic capacity to enforce compliance maintain a strong interest in encouraging the legitimacy of the institution because a decision from the DSB is the strongest tool available to them. Countries with small economies exert compliance pressure most effectively by appealing to powerful countries' respect for rule of law.

Legitimacy: Less developed countries who feel that the WTO may not be taking their interests seriously have a stake in not questioning the legitimacy of the DSB and AB because their only hope of exacting compliance from powerful countries comes from the perceived legitimacy of the adjudicatory body. These states want the dispute settlement system to have legitimacy because it is one of their only leverage tools. The losing country cannot challenge the legitimacy of the decision if it hopes to employ the dispute settlement system credibly in the future. For example, if a developed country uses the DSB to enforce patent compliance in a less developed country, it becomes difficult for the developed country to shirk compliance with a DSB decision on agricultural tariff obligations that favors the same less developed country. Economically powerful countries may have very different reasons for promoting legitimacy than less powerful states. Large states may want the dispute settlement system to be

74. Id. at 285.
75. Id.
76. David D. Caron, The Legitimacy of the Collective Authority of the Security Council, 87 AM. J. INT'L L. 552, 558 (1993). Concerns over illegitimacy may play out differently, depending on which members are concerned.
77. Large states want the DSU to have legitimacy because they want access to LDC to extract natural resources and sell finished products. The argument stems from the idea that large states believe that they have enough power to structure trade deals so that they are never on the "losing"
perceived as legitimate because they want access to less developed countries to extract natural resources and sell finished products.\textsuperscript{78}

Strength and Compliance: As long as large states have enough power to structure trade deals so that they are never on the "losing" end of a trade negotiation, the large states will have an interest in a strong compliance mechanism to lend credibility to retaliatory actions taken in response to violation of trade agreements. Any gains made by developing countries through trade talks can only be enforced through the pressure to comply with the ruling of the DSB/AB.

This analysis shows that the WTO dispute settlement system meets Helfer and Slaughter's criteria, which helps explain why the DSB and AB are perceived as legitimate and why states abide by the decisions.

V.
CONCLUSION

The WTO altered multilateral trading practices forever by introducing a strong and important set of international legal rules. Its large membership and share of total global trade encourage members to reconcile trade disputes through structured proceedings. The perceived legitimacy of the dispute settlement system and the perceived self-interest of member states in the outcome of its decisions explain why WTO members adhere to DSB and AB holdings.

It is often difficult to ascertain exactly when and how questions of legitimacy matter in practice.\textsuperscript{79} However, the interrelated processes of trade negotiations and dispute resolution at the WTO seem to strengthen each other's perceived legitimacy. Fairness in one setting encourages cooperation and compromise in the other. This appears to be an important function of subcommittees established to address challenges facing less developed countries; this type of "good faith effort" by larger economies and by the organization as a whole, helps keep less developed countries involved in the organization. Most countries, developed and developing, will likely continue to participate in the dispute resolution process and lend it legitimacy by abiding its decisions. However, granting developing countries greater access to critical negotiation forums and addressing problems facing countries that are often outmatched in trade negotiations, may go a long way toward reducing the resentment and anger we see expressed in the form of protests.

---

\textsuperscript{78} See SHAPIRO, supra note 69; JACKSON, supra note 21, at 6-9, 11-18.

\textsuperscript{79} Caron, supra note 76, at 558.